MEMORANDUM FOR: Honorable McGeorge Bundy
Special Assistant to the President
The White House

SUBJECT: Chile; Possible Visit

1. Because of Mr. Dungan's interest in ________
   I wrote him on 10 October 1962 and informed him of comments
   made in Chile by the ________ trip to the United States.

2. I have just been advised that ________ will again
   come to Washington ________ and that he most likely will want to see the people with whom
   he talked the last time.

3. It is interesting to note that--according to my
   information--_______ is highly indignant about not having
   received answers to his proposals made during his last state-
   side visit. He spoke of "the worst sort of ugly Americans--
   all talk and no action."

4. I am attempting to find out what we can about the
   basis for these complaints, but thought Mr. Dungan might want
   to know now of the foregoing just in case ________ should con-
   tact him. Probably, ________ annoyance stems from the terms
   of reference given us by the Special Group: support of the
   Chilean Christian Democrats must not be attributable to American
   sources.
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